never say that we know the true result, only that we have a result that may lie within a range of uncertainty. For example, as a result of a number of measurements we may have a best estimate of the true value for the acceleration due to gravity, g, of 9.9 ms-2 and also be confident that our uncertainty is ± 0.1 ms -2 , i.e. g is between 9.8 and 10.0 ms -2 . If we are lucky then there may be an accepted value (e.g. g = 9.81 ms -2 ) with which we may compare our result. If the accepted value lies within our range of uncertainty then we have performed a good experiment.
Sources of error
Observer -unpredictable
Method of measurement -unreliable experimental procedure
Instrument -(a) may be faulty, unreliable (b) out of adjustment, not zeroed
Object to be measured -non uniform thickness edges not well defined
Types of error

Systematic error
A systematic error is one associated with a particular measuring instrument or experimental technique, e.g. using a metre rule which has had the first 10 cm cut off, making all measurements 10 cm too high, or trying to find the acceleration due to gravity using an object that is subject to significant air friction, or in an experiment requiring a stable background temperature of 20ºC, (a) we must say that there has been some systematic error present in the experimental procedure or in the equipment used, shifting all measurements too high or too low, and (b) we must try to suggest where the systematic error may lie.
Whole Course Items: Error and Uncertainty
Random error
The random error in experimental results is due to lack of observer precision, perhaps in misreading an analogue scale due to parallax. This will result in a spread of results, even in the most carefully designed of experiments. Due to the random nature of these errors, there is an equal chance that they will be above or below the 'true' value. To mitigate against such errors, it is correct technique to take many readings and find the mean, even in the simplest of experiments. Because it is impossible to know the 'true' value, the best estimate is the mean of repeat readings.
The random error (also called the mean deviation) is then a measure of the spread of the repeat readings:
number of repeat readings
Random error is reduced by increasing the number of readings, N.
As N increases ∆ ran decreases. 
Reading error
The reading error in a measurement indicates how accurately the scale can be read. In analogue readouts the reading error is usually taken as plus or minus half the smallest division on the scale, but can be one fifth of the smallest division, depending on how accurately you think you can read the scale. In the end, it is down to your judgement.
In digital readouts the reading error is taken as plus or minus one digit on the last readout number. For example, if a digital ammeter readout was 42.3 mA, the reading error would be ± 0.1 mA.
Calibration error
The When the line passes through the origin, the error in the gradient is given by the range of the gradient as shown.
If the line is not to pass through the origin then the error in the gradient is the range in the gradients for best-fit-line to 'worst-fitline'.
Terminology: "accurate" and "precise" 
